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ABSTRACT 

Fault plane solutions for a group of 104; 4.0 ≤ Mw ≤ 7.1 earthquakes between January 1979 and December 2016, 

extracted from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor Project catalog. Were used to investigate the regional tectonic stress 

regime of the Gulf of Guinea region. The idea is to validate the theory of membrane tectonics put forward by Freeth 

(1977)[1] in which the tectonic of the Gulf of Guinea and the sub-Sahara West Africa region were described based on 

Freeth (1977)[1]. The tectonic of the Gulf of Guinea and the sub-Sahara West Africa region are based on the movement of 

the African plate, we emphasized the use of rigorous statistical tests to decide on the quality and variability of the 

earthquake focal mechanisms (FMSs) utilized for the stress tensor inversion analysis. To constrain our analysis, we have 

applied both the Algorithm of Michael and Gauss technique in our stress tensor inversion analysis of FMS obtained from 

the region, and the results are found to be coherent and in good agreement with each other. Both Michael (1984)[2] and 

Zalohar and Vrabec (2007)[3] techniques show that the regional tectonic stress regime of the Gulf of Guinea and the sub-

Sahara West Africa is extensional, which is in good agreement with the work of Freeth (1977)[1]. However, our 

investigation concluded that the orientation of the extensional stress regime is the same as the orientation of the movement 

of the African plate, which is towards the Euro-Asia plate. 
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1. Introduction 

The tectonic of Gulf of Guinea and West Africa has been studied by many scientists since the early 1970s. 
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All other available methods have been applied to postulate theory and explain the tectonics of the Gulf of 

Guinea and the sub-Sahara West Africa. Despite somewhat uneven coverage, a fairly coherent theory has been 

postulated. The period of episodes of deformation has been well established coupled with the identification of 

several episodes of Phanerozoic igneous activity, the characteristics of which each are now reasonably well 

defined[1]. Freeth (1977) remarked that the major geological issue at the moment is therefore not what happened 

during Phanerozoic times but why it happened, this led to the concept of membrane tectonics which provides 

one further step on the road to understanding why certain geological episodes occurred. The concept of 

membrane tectonics allows episodes of deformation and igneous activity in West Africa and the Gulf of Guinea 

during the last 90 million years to be related to movements of the African plate. 

Turcotte and Oxburgh (1978)[4] put forward the concept of membrane tectonics, this was derived from the 

fact that the earth is not a perfect sphere but an oblate spheroid. Therefore, as a plate moves from one latitude 

to another, it must change in shape. Suggestions of some interesting possibilities from the work of Turcotte 

(1974)[5] which relates membrane stresses induced by the deformation of a thin shell to the deformation of a 

plate. This made some facts known; a plate moving from one equator towards another equator must increase 

its radius of curvature which in the process must have been subjected to peripheral tension, while a plate 

approaching an equator will have its radius of curvature decreased, therefore be subjected to peripheral 

compression. The lithospheric properties of the earth are such that an elastic deformation can only 

accommodate small stress while larger stress results in a brittle deformation in the surface layers and plastic 

yielding beneath the subsurface (under the surface of the earth). 

However, the mathematical calculations of Turcotte and Oxburgh (1973)[4] were an illustration of medium 

or large plates migrating at the expected geological rate, relative to the poles. Stress generated in such a medium 

or large plate will be enough to cause a peripheral deformation. A geologic examination of a surface layer of 

such medium or large plate would presume evidence of brittle deformation of a compression nature in plates 

approaching an equator and tensional nature of brittle deformation in a plate moving away from the equator, 

geological examples of this have been illustrated in Turcotte (1974)[5] and Oxburgh and Turcotte (1974)[6]. In 

summary, the tectonics of the sub-Sahara West African countries including the Gulf of Guinea mainly an 

extensional stress regime during the breakup of Gondwanaland around 90 m.y. which was accompanied by the 

spreading of the West African rift systems. The palaeocontinental location of the African continent remains 

the same. Since 90 m.y. ago, the African continent has steadily migrated towards the north direction Freeth 

(1977)[1] and rotated faintly in an anticlockwise direction. Between 90 m.y. to 40 m.y. the tectonics of West 

Africa and the Gulf of Guinea were compressional but from 40 m.y. up till now, it has become extensional. 

However, the transformation of the tectonic regime of West Africa and the Gulf of Guinea from peripheral 

compression to peripheral extension occurred at the same time at which the effective mechanical center of 

Africa (around Jebel Marra) crossed the equator (Freeth, 1977)[1]. For as long as the effective center of the 

African plate is moving away from the equator, the current tectonic activities of the Gulf of Guinea and West 

Africa region are expected to be characterized by extensional stress regimes with  extension of the West 
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African rift system, 

In this work, we intend to investigate the regional tectonic stress regime of the Gulf of Guinea and the 

sub-Sahara West Africa region, from a seismological approach via stress tensor invasion of focal mechanism 

solutions (FMS). This is of huge importance to be able to predict the stability of the region, in terms of strategic 

constructions, as it was discussed by the earlier scientists Eluyemi et al. (2020a)[7], Eluyemi et al. (2020b) [8], 

Eluyemi et al. (2022b) [9] which is also in tandem with the preparedness of most of the countries of the region 

notably among them are Nigeria and Ghana aspiring for inclusion of nuclear power plants (NPPs) in their 

energy mix (Eluyemi et al., 2020a; Eluyemi et al., 2020b)[7,8]. Also, the knowledge of the regional tectonic 

stress regime of an area or a region is utilized in coulomb stress study, via stress transfer investigation. Hence 

the need to validate the work of Freeth (1977) [1] using Focal Mechanism Solutions. Delvaux and Barth 

(2010)[10] investigated the stress regimes of the African rift systems. 

This work is different from the earlier study conducted by Eluyemi et al. (2019a)[11] because it takes into 

consideration the entire seismotectonic zones of the Gulf of Guinea as a single tectonic block to infer the 

regional tectonic stress regime of the stud area. 

 

Figure 1. Tectonic setting and epicentral plot of the gulf of Guinea and the adjoining continental crust of the countries of Sub-Sahara 

west Africa. Seismic data during the period 1900-2015 are utilized. The epicentral are shown in green (deeper depth events: 33-70km) 

and red color (shallow depth events: 0-33km). ; dashed-red lines are the fault zones, volcanic zones in yellow triangle while the hot 

spot is represented in white stars. 
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Both the Gulf of Guinea and the sub-Sahara west-African region belong to the same tectonic and geologic 

unit before and after the separation of the Gondwanaland. We propose to achieve the goal of this work utilizing 

a set of well-determined fault plane solutions to determine the current tectonic or stress regime of the 

aforementioned region as it is contained in the work of Freeth (1977)[1], we used the focal mechanism solutions 

(FMSs) reported by Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) in the study region around the Gulf of Guinea, applying 

geometrical and statistical tests to select a reduced sub-set of better-determined FMSs and to quantitatively 

assess their variability[12,13], This technique has been tested and utilized not only for tectonically active 

regions[14] but also near volcanoes[15,16]. 

2. Data and methods 

The International Seismological Centre (ISC) data catalog was queried for earthquakes within a box with 

the following coordinates quadrangle of: -7.0° N to 20.0° N and -28.0° E to 20.0° E. The database contains 

1100 records for earthquakes that occurred between January 1900 and December 2016 with Mw magnitudes 

ranging between 4.0 and 7.1. The epicenters reported small to large earth-quakes which are distributed 

widthwise but are located mostly around the Gulf of Guinea within -25.0° E to -11.0°E and -7.0°N to 4.0°N. 

The ISC catalog includes information on the depths of earthquakes, magnitudes, and date of occurrence but 

usually, this parameter is constrained to a specific value by different location procedures. In the case of the 

location of the moment centroid, we have found FMS data useful for this study within the aforementioned 

coordinates above by selection of 104 better-determined FMS utilizing rigorous statistical criteria.  

3. Fault plane solution data 

The focal mechanism solutions (FMSs) data reported by the Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) mentioned 

the orientation of the two conjugate planes that make up the double-couple part of each earthquake source 

mechanism. We take into consideration the fact that fault rupture is completely explained by a double-couple 

system of forces, and the isotropic components of the earthquake sources are not utilized for inversion of stress 

tensor analysis. A thorough inspection of focal mechanisms solutions reveals that earthquakes occur mostly on 

strike-slip and normal fault systems in the Gulf of Guinea region. For the quantitative assessment of the quality 

and variability of the fault plane solutions utilized in this work, we follow the approach of Davis and Frohlich 

(1995); Frohlich et al. (1997); Sanchez et al. (2009) and Eluyemi et al. (2019) [13,17,18]. 

The first parameter considered is the ƒCLVD. This is the sign ratio of the amplitudes of the intermediate 

and largest principal moments, an indicator utilized to determine the similarity of a particular focal mechanism 

solution (FMSs) to a compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) mathematically expressed as: 

ƒCLVD = 

PT

B





.max(


                                                                 (Eq.1) 

We consider evaluating a relative error (Erel), The Erel compares the relative size of moment tensor M and 

its standard error tensor U. 
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               (Eq.2) 

The third parameter we examined for the quality assessment of the employed FMS is the freen . which 

refers to the numbers of moment tensor components of an earthquake source that is not equal to zero. Therefore 

104 FMS was selected from the numerous available FMS recorded for the region between the periods of 

January 1977 to December 2016. 

4. Methodology 

The regional stress regime of the Gulf of Guinea is determined from the stress tensor inversion of better 

determined 104 numbers of focal mechanisms solutions (FMS) obtained from the global centroid moment 

tensor (GCMT) catalog Dziewonski et al. (1981) and Ekstrom et al. (2012) [19,20] table 1(A). The orientation of 

the stress tensor is determined using two approaches with different concepts and different computational 

procedures. First, we utilize Michael (1984, 1987) [2,21], which works on the assumption that earthquakes are 

shear dislocated on pre-existing faults with slip occurrence in the direction of resolved shear stress on fault 

plane [22,23]. The second approach we follow is the Gauss method [3], the operational principle of Gauss method 

is based upon best fit of stress tensor taking into consideration of angular misfit between resolved shear stress 

and actual direction of fault plane movement. while the operational principle of Gauss method is based upon 

best fit of stress tensor taking into consideration of angular misfit between resolved shear stress and the actual 

direction of fault plane movement[3]. The inversion result is tabulated in table 1(B). Orientation of the stress 

tensor inversion results for the principal stresses 1  and 3  obtained from Michael and Gauss methods are 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

(A) 

Physical characteristics of earthquake focal mechanism solutions (FMS) 

Zone No of 

Events 

Depth (Km) Magnitude (Mw) FMSs Type 

Gulf of 

Guinea 

Min Max Avge Min Max Avge NF SS TF OB 

104 3.0 33.2 18.1 4.8 7.1 5.95 17 50 1 36 

 Stress Tensor Inversion Results 

(B) 

Method 

Use 

(σ1) (σ2) (σ3) 

ɸ 
ɸ 

Avg 
Variance 

Std 

Dev. 
Azim 

(°) 

Pln 

(°) 
Azim(°) 

Pln 

(°) 

Azim 

(°) 
Pln (°) 

Michael 152.2 22.2 -28.8 67.7 62.1 0.4 0.93 
0.77 

0.16 0.40 

Gauss 151.0 75.0 325.0 14.0 56.0 1.0 0.60 - - 

 

5. Stress tensor inversion results 

Both results of the two methods utilized for the study are in good agreement with each other. The 
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investigated zone reveals that the principal extensional axis 3  is along ENE-WSW direction. Michael 

method revealed azimuthal, plunge and phi measurement of this zone, for principal extensional axis ( 3 ) as 

follows: 62.1
0
, 0.4

0
 and ɸ = 0.93. The dominant principal extensional axis ( 3 ) measurement, obtained from 

the result of Gauss method is as follows: azimuthal value of 56.0
0
, plunge of 1.0

0
and ɸ = 0.60, on the average, 

the value of ɸ is 0.77. Since the obtained results from our analysis shows mainly the dominant extensional axis 

( 3 ) and its orientation Figure 2(b), we hereby infer that the present tectonic of the Gulf of Guinea and the 

entire sub-Sahara West Africa region is extensional. This conforms to the theory of membrane tectonics as 

proposed by Turcotte and Oxburgh (1973)[4] but put forward by Freeth (1977) [1]. Heidbach et al. (2016)[24] 

show the sub-tectonic domain characterized by the presence of three types of focal mechanisms solutions, 

within the study region Figure 3. 

 

Figure 2(a). Illustrates a map showing the selected focal mechanism solutions (beach balls) utilized in this study while. Figure 2(b). 

Illustrates the orientation of the stress tensor inversion results for the Gulf of Guinea region using Michael and Gauss methods. The 

black double-head arrow illustrates the orientation of the extensional stress direction in Michael’s method. 

 

 
S1

S2

S3

Variance: 0.16

Phi: 0.93

S1: trend: 152.2; plunge: 22.2

S2: trend: -28.8; plunge: 67.7

S3: trend: 62.1; plunge: 0.4

Faulting style: Strike Slip

(a)

(b)

Gauss methodMichael’s method

Axial direction of principal extensional stress regime
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Figure 3. Illustrates the world stress map (WSM) release, of 2016 edition showing the studied region in rectangular red box with the 

dominant focal mechanisms solutions (FMS) positioned in its respective tectonic domain. Three (3) types of FMS have been identified 

within the studied region by WSM project: strike-slip (SS), normal (NF) and thrust (TF) [24].  

6. Discussion 

The Gulf of Guinea is indeed an interesting geologic environment influenced by complex tectonics since 

the earlier tectonic of the region was compression and later transformed into an extensional tectonic stress 

regime, thus it’s intuitive that the stress within the study region is in a cyclic state. The question we confront 

here is whether the current extensional stress regime will remain forever, or it will later transform to its initial 

tectonic regime (compression), if it will transform again, the length of time it will take, and the geologic 

implications on the adjoining region of the Gulf of Guinea. Freeth (1977) [1] illustrates that between 90 m.y. to 

40 m.y. the tectonics of West Africa and the Gulf of Guinea were compressional but from 40 m.y. up till now, 

it became extensional. However, transformation of the tectonic regime of the West Africa and the gulf of 

Guinea from pheripheral compression to pheripheral extension occurred. An observation from our work gave 

a better explanation to the migration of the African plate as follows: The study region is located primarily 

around the plate boundary, between the South American and the African plates, it is intuitive to infer that the 

driving or splitting forces of the two continental plates begins from this zone. Furthermore, the inferred 

extensional stress regime from this work also coincides with the orientation of the movement of the African 

plate towards the Euroasia plate as contained in Kreemer et al. (2014)[25]. Hence the explanation contained in 

this study for the ENE-WSW movement of the African plate towards the Eurasia plate. 

We therefore, applied a novel approach to explain the tectonic of the Gulf of Guinea from the perspective 
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point of stress tensor inversion of the available earthquake focal mechanisms (FMSs) which is the inherent 

nature of the geologic condition of the region. 

7. Conclusion 

Epicenters and their computed focal mechanism solutions (FMSs) nearly suggest that the occurrences of 

the earthquake in the Gulf of Guinea relative to the adjoining region represent accommodation of 

deformation[18,26,27]. 

In this work, we have validated the work and the theory of Freeth (1977) [1] using stress tensor inversion 

of focal mechanism solutions (FMSs). Since 90 m.y. ago, the African continent has steadily migrated towards 

the north direction and rotated faintly in an anticlockwise direction, between 90 m.y. to 40 m.y. the tectonics 

of West Africa and the Gulf of Guinea were compressional but from 40 m.y. up till now, it has become 

extensional. However, the transformation of the tectonic regime of West Africa and the gulf of Guinea from 

pheripheral compression to pheripheral extension occurred at the same time at which the effective mechanical 

centre of Africa (around Jebel Marra) crossed the equator (Freeth, 1977) [1]. For as long as the effective centre 

of the Africa plate is moving away from the equator, the current tectonic activities of the gulf of Guinea and 

west Africa region is expected to be characterized by extensional stress regimes with the extension of the West 

African rift system,  

Our results show that the present tectonic of the Gulf of Guinea and by proxy the sub-Sahara West African 

region is extensional which is oriented in ENE-WSW direction. This conforms also to the current direction of 

the movement of the African plate towards the Euro-Asia plate. Since the orientation of the stress tensor 

inversion result obtained from our work conforms to the direction of the movement of the African plate towards 

the Euro-Asian plate. We hereby propose a theory and explain it as follows; a Tectonic plate will remain 

stationary unless it’s acted upon by stress, and the direction of movement of such a plate would conform exactly 

to the direction or orientation of the acting stress. The direction of movement of such a plate would change 

unless there is a change in the direction of acting stress, which will be experienced in terms of stress rotation.   

Data and resources 

The International Seismological Centre catalogue was searched using 

http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/catalogue/ (Accessed on October, 2nd, 2016). 
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